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§ Postmatic, Inc.
CATEGORY: Address/Barcode Printers

PRODUCT: Print One Fixed Image Printers

COMPANY: Postmatic Inc., 9405 Holly St NW Ste D, Minneapolis,
MN 55433 Phone: (888)-784-6046. Email: info@postmatic.net Contact:
Sales. Web: www.postmatic.net.

DESCRIPTION: The Postmatic Print One Printing System is a
cost-effective solution to printing Mailer’s addresses, precancelled

permits, tag lines, text
messages, permits, date
& time, etc. using stan-
dard HP technology.
Windows based soft-
ware and a completely
self-contained print head
makes printing easier
and more affordable
than ever. Simply down-
load image or text via
USB from your PC or
Laptop to the print head
and unit is ready to print
fixed or variable images.
Changing from one job

to another takes less than a minute to complete.

CONTACT: For details call (888)-784-6046, visit www.postmatic.net
or email: info@postmatic.net.

Postmatic Print One Fixed Image Printers

§ QUADIENT
CATEGORY: Address/Barcode Printers

PRODUCT: Monochrome & Full Color Inkjet Printing Systems

COMPANY: Quadient, 478 Wheelers Farms Rd., Milford, CT 06461.
Phone: 800-636-7678.

QUADIENT ADDRESS PRINTING SYSTEMS:

AS-150: The AS-150 small media printer is an affordable and compact
unit is a great solution for small mailrooms that need to address. Origi-
nally developed for non-mailing markets, this versatile machine can print
small coin envelopes at little as 2-1/8” x 4” but still runs #9s, #10s and 6x9
envelopes. The printer is very easy to setup with a fixed head and four
print qualities from 150 to 600 dpi. It has fixed thickness and is designed

for unstuffed envelopes. The AS-150
uses standard HP45a inkjet cartridges
and our EASYInk legacy inks (for
coated or aqueous varnish). It has fast
output of 5,500 #10 envelopes/hr to
quickly handle small to medium sized
mailings, USB 2.0 that works
seamlessly, and more. The system has
an advanced microprocessor and the
64MB of RAM crunch data at high
speed.

AS-450: The AS-450 sits at the en-
try-level of production out of the three

newest monochrome units that we introduced at the end of 2019. But
don’t let that fool you – this machine is a true workhorse in every way.

The first thing you will notice is the sleek touch screen on the front panel.
This is a first for our monochrome line and it’s a sign of the times as tech-
nology is evolving, so we have to evolve too! Access dozens of menus
and functions in a quick and easy fashion. Printing at production speeds
of up to 30,000 postcards and 22,000 #10 envelopes per hour, large jobs
are no match for this printer. The AS-450 uses our new EASYInk product
line of proprietary inkjet supplies for maximum performance – even on
UV coated materials. The hopper can hold 500 #10 envelopes at a time. It
can also take materials up to 1/4” thick. The AS-450 has a completely re-
designed firmware architecture that is more stable and easier to use than
ever before. It even has newly redesigned feed rollers for better material
control and feeding consis-
tency.

AS-650: Weighing in as the
mid-level production unit, the
AS-650 offers all the same fea-
tures as the AS-450 and more. It
has the same wonderful
touchscreen for user-friendli-
ness and easy menu navigation.
The durable, heavy duty
AS-650 will quickly become
your go-to machine that you
can depend on to tackle just
about anything. It has dual in-
dependent heads with a 3 pen stitched + 3 pen stitched design which al-
lows for 3” of print to cover a large surface area and a large variety of de-
sign options. The new EASYInk product line of proprietary inkjet sup-
plies gives you all the tools you need to handle any material (even UV
varnished stocks!) your customer puts in front of you and the AS-650 is
built to do it all. With production-level speeds up to 34,000 postcards and
26,000 #10 envelopes per hour, the AS-650 is a power house of produc-
tivity. Load up to 750 envelopes in the high capacity hopper and you’re
good to go!

AS-850/AS-850R: The fea-
ture-leaden AS-850 from
Quadient offers great advan-
tages with its exceptionally af-
fordable price, high operating
speeds, innovative design, and
bulletproof construction. The
production-level unit of our
new line has a 2 pen stitched +
4 pen stitched + 2 pen stitched configuration and versatile in-line design.
That’s 4” of print that you can use anywhere on the mail piece for ulti-
mate design flexibility. Print the mailing address, barcodes, indicia, re-
turn address, graphics, logos, fixed data and variable data, all in one pass!
Manually adjust the thickness to allow printing on material up to 1/2”.
That means corrugated cardboard boxes, padded envelopes, stuffed enve-
lopes, and more. The variety of material is endless and opens up more
than just mailing applications for smart buyers that invest in the AS-850.
It runs our new EASYInk product line of proprietary inkjet supplies for
maximum performance – even on UV coated materials. The AS-850’s
AccuTrak transport system is improved and refined from previous mod-
els. Simplified for better feeding and quieter operation, it comes in
Left-To-Right or Right-To-Left configurations. The AS-850 can run
in-line with other products (like our tabbers) or coupled with our new
EASYFeed 140 with an intelligent interface that ties the components to-
gether for maximum productivity and control. This offers production
level performance at tabletop price and footprint.

Quadient AS-450

Quadient AS-650

Quadient AS-850
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MACH 5 DIGITAL COLOR PRINTER & MCOLOR RIP: The
MACH 5 Digital Color Printer is a full process color printer that is pow-

ered by 1600 x 1600
dpi Memjet technol-
ogy and can print on
materials up to 9.5"
wide by 17" long at
high speed. This in-
credible technology
can also print full
bleed (edge-to- edge)
on materials up to 8.5"
wide. How fast? Full
sheets at 3,600/hr and
#10 envelopes at
7,500/hr. The MACH
5 is designed to boost

productivity dramatically, but it is very cost-efficient as well. The five ink
tanks each hold 250 ml of ink for long job runs and keep cost per piece as
low as possible. Compared to existing systems, the MACH 5 can run 3
times longer on a set of ink tanks that cost substantially less than toner.
The MACH 5 does this all without any fragile drums or fuses to replace.
The no-contact print technology won’t emboss envelopes and can be used
with any windowed envelope — not just the costly laser-safe kind. More-
over, the company’s specially formulated ink can print on coated stocks.
Combined with optional mColor RIP &Workflow software, the result is
professional level color control. It incorporates color management tools,
product job presets, hot folders and the powerful Harlequin RIP engine
into a single workflow product.

MACH 6 DIGITAL COLOR PRINTER: The MACH 6 Digital Color
Printer is based on Memjet® technology. The MACH 6 is the next step up

from their best-seller,
the MACH 5, includ-
ing new features such
as a 7-inch color touch
screen interface and a
wider feed throat. The
all-new design is able
to handle thicker and
wider applications that
were previously not
possible, such as
10x13 envelopes,
stuffed envelopes,
chipboard, corrugated

cardboard, flat cartons and much more. In fact, it can print on material up
to 3/8” thick with the height-adjusting service station. Like the previous
generation, the MACH 6 is capable of printing full color graphics and
variable data and has two print modes. Normal mode runs at 60 feet per
minute and 1600x800 dots per inch for faster production and less ink utili-
zation. Best mode allows for 30 feet per minute and 1600x1600 dpi for
higher output quality. The MACH 6 also continues to deliver the same low
total cost of ownership and extraordinary profitability and productivity.
Combined with optional mColor RIP & Workflow software, the result is
professional level color control. mColor incorporates color management
tools, production job presets, hot folders and the powerful Harlequin RIP
engine into a single workflow product. It delivers predictable and repeat-
able standardization of color and improves overall image output quality.

CONTACT: For more information, call Quadient at 800-636-7678 or
click Quadient.com.

Quadient MACH 6 Digital Color Printer

Quadient MACH 5 Digital Color Printer

§ BUSKRO LTD.
CATEGORY: Addressing Accessories

PRODUCT: Feeders, Flip over Unit, BK1600 Series Conveyors

COMPANY: BUSKRO LTD., 1738 Orangebrook Court – Unit # 1,
Pickering, ON L1W 3G8 Canada Key Contact: Michelle Sanz / Shawn
Caldwell Phone: 888-8BUSKRO. Email address:sales@buskro.com.

FRICTION FEEDERS: Buskro of-
fers a variety of friction feeders to meet
most production requirements.Buskro
has partnered with several manufactur-
ers to assemble a vast product line and
a multitude of options and integrate
them seamlessly with all Buskro trans-
port bases.

BK1600 SERIES CONVEYOR:
BK1600 series conveyors are available

in varying lengths up to 12 feet. They can be ordered in single or twin belt
configurations.

BK160 SORT MODULE: Buskro’s BK160 sort module is an accessory
to the BK1600 series conveyor line. This bolt-on device provides accu-
rate, distinct sort and bundle breaks resulting in increased speeds, produc-
tivity and labor savings. The BK160 can be easily added to any new or
existing Buskro inkjet system with a conveyor.

See Buskro’s listing in these other sections: Address/Barcode Printers,
Document Printing Software, and Tabbing Systems.

CONTACT: For more information, call 888-8BUSKRO or email
sales@buskro.com.

BK160 Sort Module

Clear Image Technologies Picture Perfect Read and Print

§ Clear Image Technologies
CATEGORY: Addressing Accessories

PRODUCT: Picture Perfect Match System

COMPANY: Clear Image Technologies, 94 Pebblebrook Lane,
St.Louis, MO 63146. Contact: Larry Miyasaka. Phone: 314-853- 5867.

DESCRIPTION: Picture Perfect’s Read and Print system utilizes one
camera to read a barcode from a mail piece and sends the data down-
stream to the inkjet printer to address the envelope after the inserter exit.
Any bad reads can be diverted for hand inspection. Our Read and Print
system can be run simultaneously with our matching system.

FEATURES: Clear Image has partnered with Norwix (formerly inc.jet)
to provide the highest quality HP ink jet printing system and software. By
adding a friction feeder, this system can be moved from the inserter and
used as a standalone inkjet system also!
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